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digitalBTC Launches Pre-Enrolments for digitalX Pocket
BOSTON, Massachusetts / PERTH, Australia — leading digital currency company digitalBTC
has launched pre-enrolments to participate in its digitalX Pocket consumer application.
digitalX homepage now live at: digitalx.com
digitalX Pocket pre-enrolments are now live at: pocket.digitalx.com
Company Strategy for digitalX Pocket is to:







Create a simpler and more secure way to pay online
Allow seamless cross-border transactions
Eliminate transaction cut-off times
Allow instant transfers of funds
Integrate social media
Combine security and usability

Through pre-enrolment the Company will allow consumers to gain access to the beta phase
of the product expected in early 2015, as well as receiving free bitcoins for pre-enrolling and
referring other potential users.
digitalBTC’s Executive Chairman, Mr Zhenya Tsvetnenko, said that digitalBTC is focused on
security and an “easy to use” approach for digitalX Pocket, capitalising on the rapidly
increasing demand for simple digital currency applications.
“digitalX Pocket will allow consumers all over the world to join the digital currency revolution
and transact with anyone, anywhere, anytime with cutting edge security,” said Mr Tsvetnenko.
“Only when both security and simplicity of use can be offered to consumers, without one
adversely affecting the other within the one product, will digital currencies reach their
maximum mainstream adoption”.
“The launch of the digitalX Pocket pre-enrolments represents our first public milestone for the
consumer applications division of digitalBTC. It’s an important step as we build towards
launching many digitalX products which can be used by consumers worldwide,” said Mr
Tsvetnenko.
digitalX Pocket is the first in a series of planned digitalX products which will bring digital
currency to mainstream use in the online payments community.
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